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MultiTaction® CodiceTM identifies the 
users of MultiTaction® iWall, creating a 
truly bi-directional link between the user 
and your content. Whether it is your 
clients sending product information to 
themselves directly from the display 
or a sales person identifying 
herself to make a sales pitch 
on the wall, MultiTaction® 
iWall changes the use of 
corporate video 
walls forever.

MultiTaction® iWall is a social experience, 
inspiring users to collaborate, 
communicate and explore. 
State-of-the-art interactive experience 
opens new ways of thinking, 
innovation and creation. 
MultiTaction® iWall is in the 
center of this new 
excitement.

MultiTaction® iWall is 
the communication channel for any 
corporate brand. High quality look and 
functionality delivers the message in an 
effective way that leaves a lasting 
impression on the audience. MultiTaction® 
iWall is more than a touch display, it is 
an experience.

At 5 m 
wide and 2.5 m tall 
the MultiTaction® iWall 
makes an immediate impact on 
any audience in any location. 8K 
resolution combined with 500 nits 
screen brightness provides astounding 
image quality that is certain to draw the 
attention.

MultiTaction® iWall 
is an interactive 
display like nothing before.
200 fps computer vision touch 
tracking delivers industry leading 
responsiveness to unlimited number 
of concurrent users. Combined with 
simultaneous touch, pen annotation and 
real life object detection, MultiTaction® 
iWall is the new standard for interactive 
displays.
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The New Standard for Interactive Walls

iWall

At 5 m 
wide and 2.5 m tall 
the MultiTaction® iWall 
makes an immediate impact on 
any audience in any location. 8K 
resolution combined with 500 nits 
screen brightness provides astounding 
image quality that is certain to draw the 
attention.

MultiTaction® iWall is a turn-key interactive wall system built around 12x 55” 
Ultra Thin Bezel MultiTaction Cells. Designed for public locations and featuring 
unique multiuser interaction, MultiTaction iWall is the new standard for 
interactive walls.

MultiTaction® iWall includes a customized MultiTaction® Experience Application. It is a scalable 
multi-user application designed to present a wide range of rich media content in a playful way. 
Miniapps provide additional functionality such as social media integration.

Experience supports MultiTaction® CodiceTM user identification as well as IR Pen input to 
engage with users in new ways.

Basic customization of the Experience app to client look and content is included in the 
package.

Application and Content

What is included in the MultiTaction® iWall
12 x 55” MultiTaction® Cell with Ultra Thin Bezels

Aluminum mounting and cooling structure with side plates and access door. Cover material 
tempered glass with black background 

Server-class application computer

Internal cabling and LAN switch

Speaker system

MultiTaction® Experience application with 5 day customization package

On-site installation & training

Pro Support for first year

MultiTaction® Site Manager remote management for first year

iWall is ready to use with this app

MultiTouch can further develop the application to fulfill specific requirements

3rd parties can develop and run applications using the free SDK
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